THE INCIDENCE OF THYROID CANCER has steadily increased over the last 30 years. 1, 2 In 2015, the American Cancer Society estimated that 62,450 patients would be diagnosed with thyroid malignancies. 3 Although medullary thyroid cancer (MTC) accounts for only 5% of thyroid cancers, it is responsible for approximately 13% of all thyroid cancer-related deaths. 4, 5 Most cases of MTC are sporadic; however, up to 25% are associated with a hereditary mutation in the RET protooncogene. 6, 7 Also, over the past 3 decades, the diagnosis and treatment of MTC has advanced significantly.
Genetic testing for RET proto-oncogene mutations is now available and recommended for anyone with a diagnosis of MTC. 8 If a germ line mutation is identified, relatives can be screened, and carriers can be treated prophylactically with a total thyroidectomy. 9 In addition, tumor markers, such as calcitonin and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), help guide the initial extent of surgery and facilitate earlier detection of recurrence. 8 For patients with metastatic disease, receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors (RTKIs) are emerging systemic agents that improve progression-free survival. [10] [11] [12] Unfortunately, previous work suggests that these advances have not yet translated into improved, long-term survival. 13 In order to help clinicians keep up with the rapid advancements in the care of patients with MTC, several organizations have published and updated consensus guidelines, most recently in 2015. [14] [15] [16] These guidelines recommend that operation for MTC should at least include a total thyroidectomy with bilateral central neck dissection. 15 Adherence to these recommendations is associated with improved survival.
Although no national data set captures the individual impact of these advancements on the care of patients with MTC, we hypothesized that taken together, these advances have changed the presentation, treatment, and outcomes of MTC. Therefore, the aim of this study was to compare the presentation and treatment of patients with MTC over the past 3 decades in a population-level cohort. We also sought to determine whether longterm survival has improved over the same time interval.
METHODS
We performed a population-based, retrospective, cohort study of all patients with MTC in the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) registry diagnosed between 1983 and 2012. 18 All SEER regions were included. The study cohort was identified with the following International Classification of Diseases for Oncology-3 codes: 8345---medullary carcinoma with amyloid stroma, and 8510---medullary carcinoma, NOS of the thyroid (site code C739).
Exclusion criteria included patients with a missing geographical region, diagnosis without biologic or microscopic confirmation, diagnosis at autopsy or death, and tumor size 0 mm or tumor in situ (Fig 1) . Patients were grouped into 3, 10-year time intervals based on their year of diagnosis: Variable definitions. Demographic variables included age, sex, and race. Tumor variables included size, multifocality, extrathyroid extension, number of regional lymph nodes examined, number of positive regional lymph nodes, SEER historic stage, site-specific operation, and radiation. Tumor size was recorded starting in 1988, halfway through the earliest decade in the study. Stage was classified according to SEER historic stage due to its consistency across the study period. The 3 SEER stages are local disease (confined to the thyroid), regional disease (tumors with extrathyroid extension or metastases to cervical lymph nodes), and distant disease (metastatic disease beyond the cervical lymph nodes).
Site-specific surgery codes for the thyroid began in 1983 and defined the type of operation being performed. We classified anything less than a total thyroidectomy as a partial thyroidectomy even if it was coded as a subtotal or near total thyroidectomy. Surgery NOS and thyroidectomy NOS were classified together as unknown surgery. To capture all patients undergoing a lymph node dissection, any patients with lymph nodes examined were considered to have undergone a lymph node dissection. While this definition might have included patients with 1 or 2 nodes removed unintentionally, it most reliably identified patients who did not have a lymph node dissection.
Survival. Disease-specific survival (DSS) was determined from the date of diagnosis to the date of death from MTC. Patients were censored at date of death from other causes or date of last follow-up. Overall survival was determined from date of diagnosis to date of death from any cause. Follow-up is updated annually in the SEER registry. Due to the study design, follow-up was the longest for those patients diagnosed in the earliest time interval. In order to address this difference, we reported survival at 5 and 10 years in addition to overall survival.
Statistical analysis. Descriptive statistics were used to quantify variables across the 3 time periods and included count with percent for nominal variables and mean with standard deviation (SD) for continuous variables. Fisher exact tests compared categorical variables except when a P value could not be calculated. In these instances, a v 2 P value was reported. Analysis of variance examined differences in continuous variables. Age-adjusted incidence was calculated based on the 2000 United States census and reported per 100,000 people. Survival was estimated with the Kaplan-Meier method and compared with the log-rank test. Statistical analyses were performed using SAS 9.2 software (SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, NC).
RESULTS
Over Incidence. The age-adjusted incidence of MTC increased over the 3 decades (Fig 2, A) . Between 1983 and 2012, the mean annual age-adjusted incidence of MTC rose significantly from 0.14 to 0.21 per 100,000 people (P < .001). When examined by stage, incidence increased for all stages, with the greatest change observed in patients with localized disease (P # .004 for all) (Fig 2, B) .
Patient demographics and tumor characteristics. The mean (SD) age at diagnosis was 52.6 (17.6) years for all patients and increased slightly over the study period from 49.8 (18.9) years to 53.8 (17.1) years (P < .001). Sex distribution remained constant (Table I ). Although the majority of patients were white, the proportion of black patients increased from 3.7% to 6.8% to 8.5% from 1983-1992, 1993-2002, and 2003-2012 , respectively (P < .001).
Tumor size did not change significantly during the 3 decades, but the proportion of medullary microcarcinomas, tumors #1 cm in diameter, increased steadily from 11.4% to 19.6% to 25.1% over the respective time intervals (P < .001). On the other hand, extrathyroid extension decreased during the most recent time period and was present in only 6.6% of cases from 2003-2012 (P < .001). The changes in disease presentation did not result in a shift toward diagnosis at an earlier stage, as the proportion of patients with local, regional, and distant disease remained constant (P = .57). Extent of operation and radiation. Over the 3-decade study period, the extent of surgery increased with each time interval. The proportion of patients undergoing a total thyroidectomy increased to 81.1% in the most recent decade (Table II) examined the percentage of total thyroidectomies performed with a concurrent lymph node dissection and found that these concomitant procedures increased steadily with each subsequent decade (Fig 3) . There was no change in the use of radioisotopes for MTC treatment during the study period and the rate ranged from 2.1% to 5.6%. Survival analyses. To determine whether or not patient outcomes also changed during the past 30 years, we investigated survival. We found that DSS improved for all patients (P = .01, Fig 4) . When examined by SEER stage, DSS increased significantly for those with regional disease (P = .003) and distant metastases (P = .02) but not for those with localized disease (Fig 4) .
To account for the difference in follow-up between the 3 time intervals, we also examined 5-and 10-year DSS, which revealed similar results; 5-and 10-year DSS improved for the entire cohort and specifically for those with regional and distant disease (Table III) . Although no statistically significant improvement was noted in patients with localized MTC, DSS was excellent with 99% of patients alive at 5 years after diagnosis in the most recent decade.
In addition to DSS, we analyzed overall survival and found no differences between the time periods. Overall survival at 5 years was 81% for 1983-1992, 80% for 1993-2002, and 83% for 2003-2012 (P = .11). Overall survival at 10 years was 71%, 71%, and 72% for 1983-1992, 1993-2002, and 2003-2012 , respectively (P = .20).
DISCUSSION
Over the past few decades, medical advances have changed the environment in which MTC is managed. Whether or not the disease presentation, treatment, and survival of patients with MTC have changed alongside these advances is unclear. Therefore, we undertook the current study to determine the trends in MTC over the past 30 years. The data demonstrate that the incidence of MTC is rising, which mirrors changes seen in well-differentiated thyroid cancers, but the extent of disease at diagnosis remains similar. Additionally, to the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to demonstrate a statistically significant improvement in DSS over time in patients with MTC. This improvement is most notable in patients with regional and distant disease.
One of the advances in MTC treatment is the ability to test for RET mutations, which allows us to perform prophylactic thyroidectomy. The performance of prophylactic operations may play a role in our observation that patients are being diagnosed at an older age. Yet despite the ability to treat a subset of patients before disease develops, the incidence of MTC continues to rise. This observed increase in incidence is likely multifactorial. First, improved ultrasonography quality as well as cytology might result in earlier diagnosis where disease is still localized. In addition, finer sectioning of pathologic specimens may result in detection of more micro-MTCs as is shown in our results.
While the incidence is increasing across all stages, the greatest increase is in those with localized disease, which supports the proposed impact of enhanced imaging techniques and more thorough examination of thyroid specimens. These observations, however, are unlikely to entirely account for the observed increase in incidence given the greater incidence of regional and distant disease as well. Cramer and colleagues 1 made a similar observation for patients with papillary thyroid cancer and suggested that, since the incidence of tumors of all sizes was increasing, earlier detection alone could not account for the increase in incidence.
Despite the possibility of earlier detection, we did not see clear evidence of diagnosis at an earlier stage. This observation is not only because the proportion of patients with localized disease did not change significantly over the study period, but also because the mean tumor size remained constant. Our finding is in agreement with those of Kebebew et al 13 who also did not appreciate a change in tumor size over time.
We did, however, observe less extrathyroid extension and an increased proportion of patients diagnosed with tumors #1 cm. Kazaure et al 19 
Fig 3.
Trend in lymph node dissections at the time of total thyroidectomy. This graph demonstrates that the proportion of patients who underwent a total thyroidectomy with a lymph node dissection increased from 58.2% to 69.2% to 76.5% in the last 30 years (P < .001).
similarly reported that the proportion of these micro-MTCs was increasing relative to MTCs >1 cm, but they also reported that even though these tumors were small, they were associated with a significant rate of poor prognostic characteristics, including lymph node metastases. Their results indicate that detecting smaller tumors does not always equate to diagnosis at an earlier stage. While less extrathyroid extension and more micro-MTCs in the more recent time periods suggest a trend toward earlier detection, this finding did not translate into diagnosis at an earlier stage.
Another advance in the care of patients with MTC during the study period was the addition of guidelines for MTC treatment recommending increased extent of surgery. 14, 15 Previous work has shown that compliance to the American Thyroid Association guidelines correlated with improved survival. 17 Although we did not repeat that analysis here, it seems plausible that as the extent of the operation increases to reflect the standard of care, an improvement in survival will follow.
The significant increase in the proportion of patients receiving a total thyroidectomy was initially apparent 10 years ago when Kebebew et al 13 examined SEER data, and our analysis shows that this trend has continued. We also demonstrate that operation has gradually become more extensive, which predates the improvement in survival. Kebebew et al 13 also saw a nonsignificant increase in the number of patients receiving a lymph node dissection. Our data indicate that this trend has also continued and now has become statistically significant. This increased extent of surgery may be partially attributable to the influence of the consensus guidelines. However, improvement in operative planning with the use of preoperative cervical ultrasonography, calcitonin, CEA, and at times, RET testing has likely played a role as well.
As it stands, 76.5% of the MTC patients in our study received the appropriate extent of surgery in the most recent decade, a total thyroidectomy with a lymph node dissection. The reason that nearly one-quarter of patients still do not receive a total thyroidectomy with a nodal dissection is not entirely clear. While this observation might indicate that guidelines have not permeated all practices, the difficulty in diagnosing MTC with fine needle aspiration may mean that some patients are only being diagnosed after final pathologic review.
In fact, after reviewing the cytology results from fine needle aspiration biopsies in patients with MTC, Essig et al 20 reported that only 46% of the biopsy results indicated MTC. In addition, some of these diagnoses may have been incidental; however, the SEER database does not record the operative indication. In some of these situations, a less than total thyroidectomy may have been appropriate. Furthermore, a high rate of incidentally identified MTCs might account for some of the observed increase in micro-MTCs as well as the excellent DSS noted for patients with localized disease.
The increase in the extent of the initial operation is not limited to a rise in total thyroidectomy or total thyroidectomy with lymph node dissection. Our results indicate that lymph node dissections are also more extensive as evidenced by an increase in the number of lymph nodes harvested. Interestingly, the proportion of patients with positive nodes did not increase in our study and trended in the opposite direction suggesting that the greater extent of lymph node dissections was not in response to clinically apparent disease. Rather, this increase is likely due to compliance with recommendations to perform a prophylactic central neck dissection in all patients with MTC and to consider a prophylactic lateral neck dissection on the basis of the calcitonin level. 15 Because the lymph node yield in our study increased while the number of positive nodes did not, the ratio of positive to examined lymph nodes decreased significantly over the study period. Leggett et al 21 demonstrated that a low ratio predicted better survival for patients with MTC, which is supported by others. 22, 23 Similarly, it is reasonable to expect that the improvement in survival in the current study might be linked to the increasing extent of the operation given that the lymph node ratio decreased with each subsequent time interval, but causality cannot be assumed.
The increased number and extent of lymph node dissections also raise the concern that stage migration might account for the observed improvement in survival. While this theory is a possibility, the proportions of patients with local and regional disease have not shifted. Additionally, while stage migration might contribute to the observed improvement in DSS for patients with regional disease, it should not have an effect on those with distant disease.
One of the major findings of the current study is that DSS improved for all patients with MTC and especially for those with regional or distant disease. Currently, the 5-and 10-year DSS for all MTC patients is 89% and 81%, respectively. Previous studies have failed to demonstrate this improvement likely because the duration of follow-up was too short and/or the cohort size was too small. For instance, Kebebew et al 13 used the same registry 10 years ago and were unable to demonstrate a survival improvement over time. They suggested that it was too early to see the recent advances in the care of patients with MTC result in improved survival. 13 While the increased extent of the operation may account for the improvement in survival of patients with regional disease, it seems unlikely that more extensive surgery is responsible for the improved survival of patients with metastases. Esfandiari et al 22 reported that total thyroidectomy with regional lymph node dissection predicted improved survival for patients with distant metastases, but this finding may simply be a marker of more comprehensive care. On the other hand, RTKIs were first used for patients with metastatic MTC during the most recent time interval in this study and are associated with an improvement in progression-free survival. 11, 12 In an international, randomized, controlled trial published at the end of the most recent time period, cabozantinib demonstrated 40% greater progression-free survival than placebo at 1 year. 11 Vandetanib also demonstrated improved progression-free survival in patients with locally advanced or metastatic MTC treated between around the same time. 12 These more novel therapies may account for the observed increase in DSS, especially because the greatest survival increase was in the most recent time interval.
Although the current study represents a large, population-based cohort of patients with MTC and is the first, to the authors' knowledge, to demonstrate improved survival over time for patients with MTC, there are several limitations. First, despite the large size of the cohort, we still may have been underpowered to detect small but clinically important differences. Another limitation is missing or vaguely coded data. For instance, while site-specific surgery codes were available during the entire study, a significant portion of the earliest time interval was coded as having "thyroidectomy, NOS." Therefore, when examining the type of procedure performed (for example, partial versus total thyroidectomy), only the 2 most recent time periods have reliable data. This coding inconsistency limited our conclusions. Additionally, SEER does not record variables such as incidental identification of MTC in the thyroid or lymph nodes, cytology results, surgical indications, hereditary cases, RET mutational status, prophylactic surgery, chemotherapy type, recurrence, or hospital-level factors all of which would be valuable in the analysis of patients with MTC.
Other limitations involved recoding SEER data and limitations inherent to the study design. The American Joint Committee on Cancer staging for MTC changed during the study period, and the variables in SEER are not sufficient to accurately reconstruct the most recent staging system. To avoid errors, we chose to only examine SEER historic stage, which is categorized as local, regional, or distant disease. To capture all lymph node dissections, we considered any patient with lymph nodes excised to have undergone a nodal dissection. This definition may artificially inflate the number of nodal dissections reported but should do so similarly across all time intervals.
As mentioned earlier, the study design resulted in different follow-up for the 3 time intervals. That being said, in the most recent time interval, there were 222 deaths out of 1,533 at risk at 10 years of follow-up, and 77 patients were followed to at least 9 years from the date of diagnosis. While this may have implications in survival estimations, we reported DSS at 5 years in addition to 10 years and overall in order to minimize the effect of the different follow-up.
Nonetheless, over the past 30 years, the incidence of MTC has increased. The disease presentation has largely remained the same except that patients are slightly older at initial diagnosis and a higher proportion have tumors #1 cm in diameter. Of significance, the extent of the initial operation has increased, as has DSS for the entire cohort of patients with MTC. When examined by stage, however, only patients with regional and distant disease had a statistically significant improvement in DSS. While surgery alone is unlikely to account for all of the observed improvements in survival, our findings indicate that the medical advances in the management of MTC as a whole are likely impacting the treatment and outcomes of these patients in the United States.
DISCUSSION
Dr Allan Siperstein (Cleveland, OH): I would like you to speculate on the number of patients going to the operating room with a preoperative diagnosis of medullary cancer. I would like you to speculate on the role of FNA and more accurate FNA diagnosis of medullary cancer in terms of influencing, for example, nodal dissections.
Dr Reese W. Randle: I do think there is a discrepancy in what is being performed and what is recommended, namely, a total thyroidectomy with lymph node dissection, with a central lymph node dissection specifically. The discrepancy there is likely accounted for by the fact that not all patients go to the operating room with a diagnosis of MTC, as you alluded to.
While FNA is getting better, it is not perfect and can be sometimes confusing for low-volume centers that do not see a lot of medullary thyroid cancer. So it stands to reason that probably a significant portion are still going to the operating room without a preoperative diagnosis. That is also supported by the fact that we are observing more microcancers in this population, given the fact that many of these are not going to have been biopsied. Dr Bradford K. Mitchell (Lansing, MI): Congratulations on a very nice study. I think it goes along with a bias of probably most of the people in this room who would favor an aggressive node dissection in the central compartment to prevent recurrence of medullary thyroid cancer. But to follow up on Allan's question, I think the possibility that we are going more often with diagnosis of medullary thyroid cancer either through more aggressive calcitonin screening, through molecular analysis, through better ultrasound-guided FNA, may get us there with the diagnosis ahead of time.
The other thing that I did not see in your slides is the improvement in ultrasound, which obviously would account for the more frequent early diagnosis at an earlier stage, identification of microcarcinoma. So in light of that, I wonder if you would comment on the fact that you are seeing an association between improvements in outcomes, and yet you implicate that the surgery is the cause of that improved outcome.
Dr Reese W. Randle: It is very difficult to determine causality from a study like this, and certainly any retrospective study. And so suggesting that surgery alone is accounting for the improvement in survival is naive and not necessarily the complete picture. I do think that there are many things that play a role. And while the study is not designed to look at the individual impact of each advancement over time on survival, I do think that earlier detection and ultrasound probably does play a role, as do many other factors.
Dr Sally E. Carty (Pittsburgh, PA): I enjoyed your presentation. The study was a good idea. To follow up on Dr Mitchell's good questions, we write a lot of abstracts, right? We do a lot of clinical research in endocrine surgery. And when we send in an abstract, sometimes the final wording changes in the submitted manuscript or the accepted manuscript. Did you change the statement in the final manuscript, "improves the survival" to "is associated with improved survival"? Good job.
Dr Reese W. Randle: Yes, thank you for allowing us to clarify that point. We did change that.
Dr Naris Nilubol (Bethesda, MD): No disclosure. Great study. Thank you. A couple of questions, or more like comments. When you looked at the original diseased patients, original disease got better survival in later days, I think there is a lot of, you know---SEER does not have indications embedded in the data. So those who get prophylactically done essentially got upstaged a little bit, and probably one of the reasons we got a better stage as well compared to the old history where they got big bulky nodes before they got resected. So that might be one of the confounding factors of better survival.
The second is, it does not have calcitonin. As you know, there are a number of patients with really high calcitonin but no measurable disease, and that clinically would not be categorized as distant metastasis per SEER, I would believe. So the staging in SEER may not be as accurate as you think for MTC.
Dr Reese W. Randle: Right. You bring up several very good points. SEER does have a lot of limitations that kind of force us to guard our conclusions. As far as not being able to identify disease when a calcitonin is elevated, we know that clinically there probably is disease. How SEER codes that situation is unknown.
